A SharePoint-based Ticketing,

Helpdesk and Case Management Solution.

What is MetaCaseDesk?
In the recent years, digital technologies have become a necessary part of businesses. Seeing this, businesses have setup teams or sections, who are solely
responsible to resolve issues based on these technologies. It was quite difficult
for a company to get the problems resolved within the assigned SLA, therefore,
ticketing solutions have been developed to low down some weight from the
teams.
MetaCaseDesk is not just a ticketing solution, it is also a SharePoint-based
helpdesk and case management solution, which helps all dimensions of businesses to resolve the internal and external issues regularly. MetaCaseDesk
on-premise version runs smoothly on Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 and
2013, and its MetaOption cloud version don’t require any installation as well as
maintenance. MetaCaseDesk offers cross AD (active directory) authentication,
Knowledgebase, Recurring Ticket,
business unit management, ticket auto-assigning, interactive and informative
dashboard, multi-user roles, assignment rule, and many more handy features.
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Multiple ways of creating ticket

As we have shifted our focus more to the customer ease. Customers
(end users) generally get limited options to manage their tickets,
and mostly they don’t get more than one option to raise tickets. But
here with MetaCaseDesk, customers can raise the tickets via email,
customer portal, and support portal. Let’s see how.

User-friendly customer portal and support portal

Ticketing solutions generally having no
user-interface for the customers always
increases complexity. On the contrary,
MetaCaseDesk offers distinguish and
user-friendly customer and support
portal to both, the end users and
support team respectively. Customer
portal helps the end users to manage
tickets, view recent tickets history, etc.
Support portal allows the support team
to resolve end users’ tickets, assigns
tickets to different users, create support
group, etc.

Manage multiple business units efficiently

MetaCaseDesk is not only limited to
manage a single Business Unit in place,
as it can manage multiple business units,
and a unit with multiple subunits as well.
Benefits of which is a helpdesk solution
with no more complexity in terms of
various departments which is more
focused, again, to the customer ease.

Assignment rule for assigning tickets automatically

Ticket assigning can be a
time-consuming task because the time
they are spending could be more worthy
if they have actually started resolving
these tickets. What if, these businesses
can auto-assign the tickets to the
particular department?
MetaCaseDesk is capable of doing this.
What needs to do, is to set an
Assignment Rule – a real piece of cake,
which allows an organization to
auto-assign the tickets to a specific
support user of a business unit, on the
basis of keywords, customers and
sender’s email addresses.

Handling recurring issues was never been this easy!
The reduction in the number of tickets, saves a good
amount of time and money from being spent on support
users as well as on digital technologies. Tickets containing
recurring issues are the one which can be reduced, if their
solutions are already provided to the end users and they can
be created automatically.
MetaCaseDesk offers two effective features for managing
the recurring issues.
Knowledgebase: It allows the support team to create
topics, which contain issues with resolutions, these issues
are frequently faced by the end users. It provides a
search-field with many useful filters, which makes it easier
for the end users to search topics.
Recurring Ticket: It helps the support team to manage the
recurring issues, which are exclusively and repeatedly
needed to be resolved by them. It allows the support team
to auto-generate tickets on a daily, weekly, monthly and
yearly basis. Moreover, support team can set the time as
well.

Resolve tickets in a few small steps

The more easy-to-use a solution is,
the less time it would take to get used
to, and numerous important benefits
businesses can avail from it.
MetaCaseDesk falls under the
category of these types of solutions,
as it doesn’t require any manual
installation, up-gradation and
maintenance.
MetaCaseDesk comes with
simple-to-use interface. To use it,
businesses either need to install it on
their premises, or select the cloud
version. Then, only the login
credentials are required for the end
users and support team to get start
with it.

Following are a few steps, which shows how to use MCD for creating tickets:

Why MetaCaseDesk?
Businesses just need to have Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 and 2013 to install MetaCaseDesk on their premises. If they
don’t have these servers than they can opt for the cloud version, which offers additional benefits to Office 365 users.
Generally, for accessing the MetaCaseDesk, businesses don’t need to fulfill any special requirement. It is accessible with
minimum software and hardware requirement on all the popular web browsers, like Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox,
Opera, Google Chrome, and Apple Safari.
The reason for businesses to select MetaCaseDesk over other ticketing solutions is that, it offers a number of fruitful and
exclusive features which aren’t easily available in the market, like:
It offers cross AD (Active Directory) authentication, which saves precious time of businesses, as it allows them to use
their existing set of login credentials for accessing it.
Multi-user roles: It makes ticket management processes easier by offering multi-user roles. These roles are end user,
end user admin, support user (read-only), support user (read/write), and support user admin.
One of the advantages of selecting MetaCaseDesk cloud version is that data gets stored on a secured cloud, which is
highly protected against all the external potential threats.
MetaCaseDesk targets all types of industries, such as IT/ITeS, oil and gas, automobile, petroleum, transport, law firm,
hospital, wholesale, construction, agriculture and auctioning.
With every license of MetaCaseDesk, businesses get personal training along with user manual, and technical support
from experts to solve the critical issues. And, its plans are available in flexible and affordable prices.

The benefits of MetaCaseDesk do not end here!

Highly customizable solution, as it allows businesses to manage the custom fields. Further, any changes from the
developer side is possible. It can smoothly integrate with other SharePoint-based websites and 3rd party tools.
Even selective support users can manage tickets of a particular business unit. In addition, these support users can
select more than one business units.
Here, the support team can set the ticket priority. If tickets SLA (Service Level Agreement) is breached, then it sends
them notifications as well.
Support team can fetch important data in form of reports that can be exported into XLSX (Excel) file format. These
reports are used for the purpose of analysis.
Email and Status Log and interactive dashboard on support portal, which allows support team to track complete
details of any ticket, and analyze end users ticket respectively. The dashboard shows information analytically and
graphically.
This list doesn’t end here. You can find out more about MetaCaseDesk here, or you may read recent articles on
MetaCaseDesk blog.

About MetaOption- the parent organization behind

MetaCaseDesk is developed by MetaOption, which also works on the maintenance and
up-gradation. MetaOption is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, specialized in business applications and cloud solutions. We help mid-market and enterprise customers
solve their business challenges through strategic consulting services, innovative offerings and industry-specific solutions built on the latest technologies. Some of these
are online inventory management solution for the largest auto sales dealer in US, and
Amazon and other popular ecommerce sites integrated service for a reputed office
wholesaler.

A few other products and services from MetaOption
Goods Order inventory

META Email & Fax Add-on for Dynamics NAV

Learn more about MetaCaseDesk by visiting: www.metacasedesk.com

Get answers to your questions regarding MetaCaseDesk by sending us an email at
info@metacasedesk.com
Learn more about MetaOption by visiting www.MetaOption.com.
Get answers to your questions regarding MetaOption by sending us an email at
info@metaoption.com
You can chat with us by dialing +1-888-745-3321
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MetaOption LLC
2500 Plaza 5, 25th Floor
Harborside Financial Center
Jersey City, NJ 07311
Phone: +1-888-745-3321
Fax: +1 (201) 377-3150
Email: info@metaoption.com

